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Guatemala in 2006
This year marks the tenth anniversary of the signing
of Guatemala’s Peace Accords, an agreement
between the government and leftist guerrillas that
formally ended 36 years of armed conflict. A
decade later, Guatemalans still find themselves
struggling to build a society that may truly be called
peaceful.
The legacy of the armed conflict
maintains a strong hold on Guatemalan society.
Those responsible for the most egregious human
rights violations during the war have yet to be held
accountable for their crimes,
even following the recent issuing of arrest warrants
by a Spanish judge for eight ex-government and
army officials charged with genocide. Meanwhile,
severe economic inequality and social problems
persist. In a country rich in natural resources and
agriculture, the gap between the rich and the poor
continues to widen, while many youth are
compelled to migrate north in search of work.
Nonetheless, the Guatemalan people have a rich
history of hope and struggle from which to draw
upon as they move forward. Throughout the
country, young human rights activists are putting
forth a vision of a society based on the principles of
respect for human life and cultural identity,
government
accountability,
democratic
participation,
self-determination,
ecological
sustainability and social justice. The road to a
sustainable peace will no doubt be a long one and it
is this courageous new generation of activists who
will lead the way.
On July 1, 2006, twelve young leaders from around
the United States, as well as from Mexico and
Israel, arrived in Guatemala to participate in Global
Youth Connect’s third delegation to this beautiful
and complex Central American nation. We arrived
with many questions on our minds and in our
hearts.
•

What were the causes of Guatemala’s
armed conflict?

•

What was the role of the U.S. government
in fueling the conflict?

Delegation members together with young
Guatemalan human rights activists

•

Has Guatemala really achieved peace?

•

To what degree are the human rights of
Guatemala’s most marginalized groups
being respected, particularly those of
women, children and indigenous peoples?

•

How is the international community
supporting the implementation of the Peace
Accords?

•

What will be the impact of the recently
signed Central America Free Trade
Agreement (CAFTA) on human rights in
Guatemala?

•

What vision do young Guatemalans hold
for the future and how are they working for
peace and justice?

•

How can we as young activists aid in their
efforts and build relationship of mutual
support and solidarity?

Over the course of one month, our group had the
opportunity to explore these and many other
questions. We met with a variety of Guatemala’s
leading human rights organizations, visited
communities struggling with human rights issues,
and worked directly with youth activists and
grassroots organizations working to promote human
rights locally.
The more we learned about the issues, the more
questions presented themselves. The more deeply
we explored the root causes of Guatemala’s social
injustices, the more committed we became to
exploring possible solutions, knowing that there are
no quick fixes to centuries of inequity, systemic
exploitation, and deep-rooted racism. Perhaps the
most valuable lessons we have learned is the
importance of persistence and hope in the face of
powerful obstacles and the importance of staying
committed for the long haul.

CEIPA is also dedicated to organizing children and
parents to become involved in advocating for policy
changes on both the local and national level, with
the goal of improving government response to
issues affecting children, youth and working
families.
Founded during the armed conflict to minister to the
needs of children and adolescents impacted by the
violence, today CEIPA’s programs largely focus on
the goal of reducing child labor, while ensuring that
working children have access to basic education
and services. Vocational training programs, with
courses in carpentry, welding, sewing and
embroidery, offer youth the opportunity to learn a
trade while receiving instruction in academic core
subjects.

Exploring issues and solutions

Partner Organization: CEIPA
Centro Ecuménico de Integración Pastoral
With all of our international programs, GYC works
in collaboration with a local partner organization.
In Guatemala this year, we partnered for the first
time with CEIPA, an ecumenical organization
dedicated to defending and promoting the rights of
children and youth in Guatemala. Based in the
western department of Quetzaltenango with projects
in areas throughout Guatemala’s highland and
western coastal region, CEIPA provides direct
services, basic education, and vocational training to
working children and adolescents.

Students voting to elect the youth “mayor” of
Quetzaltenango at an event organized by CEIPA

Furthermore, CEIPA’s civic participation projects
seek to provide young people with a forum for selfexpression, leadership development, and the
practice of participatory democracy.

Guatemala City: Meetings with
Human Rights Organizations
During our first week in Guatemala, the delegation
met with a broad range of human rights
organizations working on a variety of issues, all
with diverse strategies for improving human rights
in Guatemala. These meetings provided us with a
foundation for understanding contemporary human
rights struggles in Guatemala within a historical
context.

CALDH
Centro para la Acción Legal en Derechos
Humanos
The Center for Human Rights Legal Actions
(CALDH) works to promote and defend the
fundamental civil, political, economic, social,
cultural and environmental rights of poor and
marginalized Guatemalans through legal action.
During our visits with CALDH, we were briefed on
a number of critical human rights issues, relating
both to the period of the armed conflict and to
current social problems: the problem of impunity
for those guilty of genocide and other extreme
human rights abuses, alarming rates of femicide,
corruption in government and the judicial system,
discrimination
against
indigenous
peoples,
exploitation of women working in maquilas
(sweatshops), lack of opportunities for youth, gang
violence, and police abuses.
We learned about several specific cases that have
been filed with the Interamerican Court of Human
Rights, including one recent ruling that resulted the
awarding of reparations to families of victims of the
infamous Plan de Sanchez massacre.
With
impunity so strong in Guatemala, international
courts are one avenue through which human rights
activists are seeking justice.

FAFG
Fundación de Antropología Forense de
Guatemala
The Forensic Anthropology Foundation of
Guatemala is the country’s leading forensic

anthropology organizations. Their mission is help
strengthen Guatemala’s justice system and respect
for human rights through investigations and
documentation of the historical facts of human
rights violations. FAFG carries out exhumations of
mass, unmarked graves with the goal of establishing
the fate of the tens of thousands of people who
"disappeared" during counter-insurgency operations
by the Guatemalan army in the late 1970s and early
1980s. To date, FAFG has recovered the remains
of approximately 5,000 victims; the total number of
those killed or disappeared during the conflict is
estimated at around 250,000.
In a tour of the FAFG laboratory, the delegation had
the opportunity to see first hand the methods by
with social and forensic anthropologists identify
victims and determine the circumstance of their
death. Besides supporting criminal investigations
of human rights abuses committed during the
conflict, FAFG’s work also provides victims’
families with some sense of closure, the opportunity
to grieve for their loved ones and to provide a
proper burial.

HIJOS
Hijos y Hijas por la Identidad y la Justicia
contra el Olvido y el Silencio
In Spanish, HIJOS is an abbreviation of the
organization’s full name: Sons and Daughters for
Identity and Justice against Forgetting and Silence.
HIJOS is a collective of young people committed to
contesting impunity, keeping historical memory
alive, and educating youth about today’s struggles
for social justice. Many HIJOS members are
themselves family members of those disappeared or
assassinated by the military during the armed
conflict.
Young activists from HIJOS are known for their
direct action tactics. Each June 30, officially
known as “Army Day” in Guatemala, HIJOS
activists stage a peaceful opposition demonstration
to honor the lives and memories of those “heroes
and martyrs” of Guatemala’s social justice
movements.
Walking through the streets of
Guatemala City, their politically charged murals
and public art serve as constant reminders of the
injustices of Guatemala’s past and present, and as

indicators of the existence of a vibrant youth
movement.

One of the group’s members met with the
delegation to discuss the work of FAMDEGUA and
share her own story of struggle. Having suffered
the disappearances of six family members,
including her son, she spoke of the difficultly she
faced as a woman when she began to go public
about human rights violations in Guatemala. She
told the group that all too often, women have to
wage one struggle at home and one on the street, as
they are often discouraged by their husbands or
partners from engaging in political work.

Iqui Balam

“That which is essential cannot be
seen by the eyes.”

FAMDEGUA
Asociación de Familiares de Detenidos y
Desaparecidos de Guatemala
The Association of Family Members of the
Detained and Disappeared of Guatemala
(FAMDEGUA) is dedicated to denouncing
violations of human rights of Guatemalans and
organizing concrete actions to defend these rights.
In addition to public education about human rights,
FAMDEGUA is actively involved in searching for
the whereabouts or the remains of their relatives,
and working to identify those responsible for their
disappearances and massacres.

The delegation had the opportunity to meet with
members of Iqui Balam, a theater group composed
of youth from the poor settlement neighborhood of
Mario Alioto in Villa Nueva. The community is on
the outskirts of Guatemala City that lacks basic
resources, and has a reputation for being a hotbed of
gang activity.
The members of the group shared with us their
experience living in the midst poverty and gang
violence, while feeling targeted and threatened by a
violent local police force. Iqui Balam performs
plays about subjects ranging from the armed
conflict to their own life experiences with violence.
They are also in the process of creating a
documentary about their community and filming a
mini-series to explore the root causes of gang
violence.

UASP
Unidad de Acción Sindical y Popular
Labor and Popular Action Unity is a confederation
of popular organizations in Guatemala, composed
of
unions,
campesino
(peasant)
groups,
organizations of families of the disappeared, as well
as student and religious groups.
We met with representatives from UASP, including
the organization’s president Nery Barrios, who
described with passion and eloquence the
anticipated negative impacts of the recently
implemented Central American Free Trade
Agreement. In a country where many workers earn
only between $50-$60 monthly (about ¼ of that
necessary to meet the basic needs of the average

family), many workers and labor activists believe
that CAFTA will only depress wages further and
make it even more difficult for local producers and
manufacturers to market their goods at a
competitive prices.

With the vast majority of Guatemala’s productive
land concentrated in the hands of a dozen or so
powerful families, the issue of land reform remains
perhaps the most critical concern of Guatemala’s
largely indigenous rural population. CONIC is also
deeply concerned about impact of CAFTA on small
farmers who will now be forced to compete in the
local market with subsidized producers importing
agricultural goods from the US.

US Embassy Briefing
Ambassador James Derham

Meeting with labor and campesino leaders
The Guatemalan government, dominated by the
business elite, has ushered in CAFTA as what they
believe is a golden opportunity to attract foreign
investment in Guatemala. But activists are critical
of what greater foreign investment will likely bring:
a boom industrial manufacturing and garment
industry jobs with little no guarantee of
environmental regulations or fair treatment of
workers.
UASP furthermore anticipates the
disappearance of small and medium-sized local
businesses, as they will be unable to compete with
much larger transnational corporations.

CONIC
Consejo Nacional de Indígena y Campesino
Together with representatives from UASP, we also
met with campesino leader Justo Mendoza of
CONIC, the Nacional Indigenous and Campesino
Council. CONIC is a coordinating body for 300
communities across the country that focuses on
promoting indigenous unity, land rights and
agrarian development. Although the majority of
Guatemalans are indigenous (around 75% of the
population), they are largely excluded from sharing
in Guatemala’s wealth.

Our delegation had the unique opportunity to meet
with the new US Ambassador to Guatemala, James
Derham. Ambassador Derham spoke with the
group about the ways in which the US Embassy is
working to support respect for human rights in
Guatemala.
As we learned from the Ambassador, the Embassy
primarily works to support Guatemala in building
the capacity of its democratic institutions,
combating corruption, improving security, and
encouraging economic development through the
promotion and implementation of CAFTA. Their
approach largely involves providing technical
training, for instance to local police forces, army
officers, and government functionaries.
We found that the perspective of the Ambassador
differed greatly from that of the civil society
representatives we had met with thus far,
particularly in relation to the model of economic
development that would be most beneficial the
Guatemalan people. Furthermore, we found the
Embassy’s human rights work primarily focuses on
the strengthening of civil and political rights, with
significantly less attention to social, cultural and
economic rights.
We were invited to return to the US Embassy at the
end of the program to report back on what we had
learned throughout the course of the program. Our
group decided to draft a list of recommendations
with regards to the Embassy’s role in supporting
and promoting human rights work in Guatemala.

Human Rights Learning Community
Quetzaltenango
After spending a week in Guatemala City meeting
with human rights organizations, and a lovely
afternoon visiting spectacular Lake Atitlán, the
group headed to a retreat center just outside of
Quetzaltenango, our home base for the remainder of
the program.
Quetzaltenango (or “Xela,” as it is known to locals)
is Guatemala’s second largest city, situated in the
western highlands. For the next four days, we were
joined by a group of young Guatemalan human
rights activists from different parts of the region to
share in a human rights “learning community.” The
learning community is a place where young people
come together in an interactive workshop to build
community, explore issues, and work together
toward creative solutions.

opportunity to learn about each other’s lives and
realities, exchange ideas, and come to a sense of
shared values and commitments.
The emphasis of our first day was to explore the
meaning of human rights. We found that it was no
easy task to arrive at a comprehensive shared
definition of human rights. We discussed the
historical context of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and the origins of the very concept
of “human rights.” While some believed that
human rights are inherent qualities that all people
are born with, just by virtue of being human, others
believed that human rights is a concept created by
society as a way of upholding a particular set of
values.

Workshop participants analyze articles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights

Participants try to untangle the “human knot”

Workshop Themes
The Meaning of Human Rights
Rights of Children & Adolescents Racism &
Discrimination
Women’s Rights & Human Rights
It is an opportunity for deepening practical
knowledge, developing critical thinking, facilitating
cross-cultural sharing, and skill-building. Over the
course of the workshop, participants had the

What we could agree upon was a sense of shared
commitment to the defense and promotion of basic
civil, political, social, cultural, and economic rights.
We found that our different academic backgrounds
and life experiences have led us to understand
“human rights” in somewhat different terms;
however, we held a very similar vision of the world
we want to see.
We acknowledged that, while our definition of
human rights may continue to evolve, the most
important thing is to establish common ground and
common goals for working toward a more just
society. The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, and other human rights documents can serve
as a frame of reference for our vision and as a tool
for building solidarity among activists who share
that hope and vision for a better world.

Basic Human Rights
The rights to a dignified life
The right to a home
The right to a family
The right to freedom of movement
The right to cultural identity
The right to freely express oneself
The right to participate in political life
and engage in the political process
The right to live free from fear of
repression
The right to live free from discrimination
regardless of nationality, ethnicity, gender,
religion, ideology, social or economic
conditions, etc.

national laws with regard to the rights of children
and adolescents.
In a country where 49% of the population is under
the age of 17, and 65% percent of the population is
under the age of 25%, Guatemala would be best
served to invest in its children and youth.
Unfortunately, with public education moving
increasing toward privatization, little to no available
health services for the poor, and the economic need
compelling so many children into the workforce,
young people in Guatemala face tremendous
obstacles.
Perhaps the most disturbing issue we learned about
in our session with Élida is the problem of
organized crime and the trafficking of Guatemalan
infants for adoption to foreign parents. We learned
that there is virtually no regulation of adoptions in
Guatemala. This lack of regulation, coupled with
very strong organized crime rings (which
necessarily include lawyers, doctors and hospital
administrators), as well as weak law enforcement
and widespread corruption, has lead to widespread
infant trafficking.
In a poor country, where foreign adoptive parents
typically pay $40,000 to adopt an infant, illegal
adoptions are tremendously lucrative.
Most
upsetting is the fact that many infants are taken
from their mothers (largely indigenous women) by
force, whether kidnapped from the street or from
the hospitals where they are giving birth.

Guatemala’s Ministry of Education provides an annual
budget of $5 per child for public schooling

On the second day of the workshop, we were joined
by Élida García, coordinator for CEIPA’s
educational programming for children and
adolescents. Previously, Élida had also worked for
the Human Rights Ombudsman of Guatemala. The
group was able to learn from her many years of
experience as a human rights activist, and her
extensive understanding of international and

Sadly, the case of illegal adoptions is but one
example of the ways in which the rights of children
and adolescents (and indigenous families in
particular) are denied basic human rights in
Guatemala. This case especially touched our group
because of the obvious link of this problem to the
US, given that so many Guatemalan children have
been adopted out to well-meaning American
families without any knowledge of the criminal and
inhuman nature of these adoptions.
In a small group activity, participants were asked to
analyze the root causes of the problem of illegal
adoptions and come up with creative strategies for
addressing the issues both in the US and in
Guatemala. As root causes, participants identified
racism against indigenous people, the gap between

the rich and the poor, insufficient regulations,
corruption, unwillingness to or fear of speaking out
about the issue, lack of media attention, and general
ignorance of the problem.
As solutions,
participants proposed public education about the
problem (including public protest and media
exposés), the strengthening of legal adoption
procedures and secure medical facilities for
expectant and birthing mothers.
The third day of the workshop, we were joined by
José Baudilio Sis, who has worked extensively with
CEIPA’s Human Rights and Mayan Social
Participation
Project,
working
against
discrimination and racism. In Guatemala, there are
23 distinct Mayan cultures and languages.
Although Mayans compose up to 75% of
Guatemala’s population, the indigenous population
has been subject to centuries of domination and
exclusion.
We discussed the reality of racism against
indigenous peoples in contemporary Guatemala as a
legacy of the Spanish conquest of the Maya. We
explored the roots of racism in Guatemala, and the
ways institutions, policies, and social practices
perpetuate racial stereotypes and systemic
exclusions. In particular, discussed the way history
is taught from the perspective of the “conquerors,”
without space for critical inquiry or interpretation
from a different perspective.

Learning from each other’s life experiences

The group also talked about the way that racism is
used as a means of justifying inequality,
domination, and the economic exploitation of

particular groups of people.
Although the
conversation primarily focused on the context of
Guatemala, all the participants could identify these
same patterns in relation to their own countries.
When asked to explore solutions, participants
emphasized the importance of changing the way
people are educated about the history of indigenous
civilizations, the reality of the conquest, and the
consequences of that legacy. This was seemed
critical to both instilling a sense of pride in young
Mayans as well as in educating ladino (Spanish
speakers of mixed Spanish and indigenous origin)
and criollo (of Spanish decent) Guatemalans to
respect their Mayan neighbors.
The last day of the workshop focused on the rights
of women. On this day, we were joined by María
Batres and Miriam Sac, both from the Asociación
Nuevos Horizontes (New Horizons Association), a
non-profit women’s organization based in Xela.
Sexism in Guatemala, as elsewhere in the world, is
not a new phenomenon. Women are severely
underrepresented among elected officials, and do
not commonly occupy decision-making roles in
government. Women consistently earn less than
their male counterparts for equal work; they are
particularly exploited as domestic workers and in
the maquila factories.
Women also face obstacles when attempting to
obtain credit or access to land. In general, women
do not have access to family planning and are
widely subject to sexual abuse starting a young age;
meanwhile, access to reproductive health services is
severely limited for the poor. Furthermore, women
in Guatemala are now being murdered at an
alarmingly high rate. In a society where impunity is
the norm, most of these cases go uninvestigated.
But despite sometimes overwhelming difficulties,
women in Guatemala continue to struggle for the
full recognition of their rights. An emerging
feminist movement has been working to bring
attention to the extreme levels violence against
women in Guatemala, an issue which is now
receiving international press attention.
Throughout our fours days together, the workshop
participants had the opportunity to learn about these

and many more human rights issues. Other topics
we explored included the issue of migration to the
US, why young people leave Guatemala and the
realities they encounter in the north. We found that
the Guatemalan participants learned more about
different aspects of their own country’s struggles, as
well as about the realities of other countries. GYC
delegation members deepened their understanding
of Guatemala’s history, and the forces that impede
respect for human rights.

With every issue we explored, we began to
understand even more clearly the ways in which we
are all connected. Despite our different cultures
and histories, there are certain ways in which the
problems we face are systemically linked. And just
as importantly, we found that in order to move
towards solutions, we must act in cooperation and
solidarity.
In this world of air travel, advanced
communications technology, and global capitalism,
our realities are increasingly intertwined with one
another’s. Yet all too often, we allow national
borders and cultural or linguistic differences to
separate and isolate us. The workshop provided the
space to bridge those distances, space to envision
and work towards alternatives.
Upon concluding the workshop, the delegation
settled for a two and a half-week stay in Xela, the
commercial center of Guatemala’s western
highlands.

Working toward solutions

Nancy Hermosilla
Case Manager, Proyecto Piedrín

“This
workshop
was
substantially important for
me in that we were able to
meet other young people that
are interested in putting an
end
to
human
rights
violations. It also showed us
that we as young people
should educate others about
their
rights
and
help
empower them to claim those
rights so that we can improve and elevate the
conditions of life in our countries. What we learned
in the workshop I am going to share with a group of
women, adolescents and children that I work with,
adapting the methodology used by Global Youth
Connect in the workshop.”

San Marcos Site Visit
The department of San Marcos shares a border with
Quetzaltenango to the east, and with the Mexican
state of Chiapas to the west. San Marcos is one of
the poorest regions in Guatemala, as well as one of
the most ethnically diverse. We traveled to San
Marcos to learn more about two critical issues
affecting the indigenous and poor people of the
region: the exploitation of agricultural workers on
the region’s coffee plantations and the controversial
Marlin Mine project.
While in San Marcos, we met with representatives
from the Peasant Workers’ Movement (or MTC).
The MTC emerged from the pastoral work of the
Catholic Diocese of San Marcos. The purpose of
the organization is to lend support to the peasant
workers of the region, in defense of their social,
economic and political rights.
Glamis Gold in Guatemala
In 2004, Montana Exploradora, a subsidiary of the
US-Canadian transnational Glamis Gold, Ltd.,
began work in the highlands of San Marcos on a
mining project that is now known as the Marlin

Project. Counter to Guatemalan law, the project
was initiated without any consultation of the
indigenous communities that would be affected
environmentally, economically, and socially by the
open pit mine.

(plantations) where workers suffer conditions of
severe exploitation.
While in San Marcos, we had the opportunity to
visit one of these fincas and witness the reality of
life on a Guatemalan coffee plantation.

Despite massive protests, and the overwhelming
rejection of the Marlin Project by the surrounding
communities through community referendums,
plans to begin extracting minerals through the
process of open pit mining has been permitted to
continue in the region. Proponents of the mining
industry argue that mining is precisely the kind of
development San Marcos needs. However, the
mine project thus far has provided few long-term
jobs to local workers.

We arrived at Finca Las Delicias in the midafternoon, just as the rains came. We trekked
through the rain to the home of a family who had
lived on the plantation for some 30 years, working
as colonos. Colonos is the term used to describe the
indigenous people who live and work on the coffee
plantations as virtual peons, without their own
property and unable to escape from debt.

Furthermore, there is little promise that any
significant portion of the wealth generated by the
project will remain in Guatemala. Guatemalan law
stipulates that the equipment imported for use in the
mining industry is exempt from taxation and that
mines operating in Guatemala may be 100% foreign
owned. Meanwhile, foreign mining companies are
required to share 0.5% of profits with the state and
0.5% with the municipality.

Gathered there in the home of these workers, we
met with representatives from a group of 26
families who have come together to organize for
better living and working condition. Although
Guatemala’s minimum wage amounts to about 40
quetzales (approximately $5.30) per day, these
workers told us that the most it is ever possible for
them to earn in a day is about 20 quetzales—half
the legal minimum wage.

Perhaps most importantly, local community
activists point out the devastating environmental
impacts of mining in a region whose inhabitants
primarily rely on subsistence agriculture for
survival.
They site the danger of water
contamination, and fact that the mine uses as much
water in one day as 30 local families use in one
year. Residents are also concerned about the health
impacts, given that there are few environmental
regulations regarding the disposal of toxic wastes.
The issue of open pit mining in Guatemala and
elsewhere in Latin America is gaining more and
more international attention. Together with the
support of international activists, the indigenous
communities of San Marcos have hope that their
opposition to the destruction of their natural
resources will not go completely unheeded.
Finca Las Delicias
For generations, coffee has been one of
Guatemala’s most important agricultural exports.
San Marcos is home to many large coffee fincas

Coffee plantation workers at Finca Las Delicias

Six years ago, this group of workers made the
courageous decision to bring a legal case against
their employer After all this time, the case is still
pending, in large part because of bureaucratic
inefficiencies and corruption. As a result of their
efforts, not only have they been blacklisted from
working on the very farm where their families have
lived and worked for generations, they are subject
to constant threats and a must go out in search of
work as day laborers on neighboring plantations.

The group was deeply affected by what we saw and
heard at Finca Las Delicias. Although the concept
of “fair trade” coffee is gaining more an more
currency in the US and elsewhere, most people
remain unaware of the implications of that label

plantation and overnight accommodations to out of
town guests. Café Conciencia (which translates to
“Conscious Coffee” in Engligh), is a non-profit
organization based in Xela that promotes Santa
Anita’s ecotourism and markets their coffee to local
consumers.

___________________________________
Café Conciencia
During a free weekend, several members of the
delegation decided to take a trip to the tiny
community of Santa Anita La Unión. There we had
the opportunity to see a very different kind of
coffee plantation from Las Delicias.
Santa Anita was formed only eight years ago, after
the signing of the Peace Accords, when a group of
32 families from the same disarmed guerrilla unit
decided to purchase a plot of land, form a
community, and dedicate themselves to agriculture.
GYC participants tour the coffee plantation at
Santa Anita La Unión

Fieldwork Projects

Coffee beans

The cooperative now produces organic coffee,
without the use of any chemical pesticides or
fertilizers, which it markets both locally and in the
international “fair trade” market. The movement to
purchase fair trade coffee is meant to ensure that
small coffee producers and cooperatives receive a
fair price for their coffee. It is a hopeful alternative
to supporting the model of coffee production we
witnessed at Las Delicias, where workers earn
starvation wages and are without hope of ever
purchasing their own plot of land.
Santa Anita also sustains itself through ecotourism
by offering guided tours through their beautiful

During the second half of the delegation, program
participants each volunteered with different
community projects related to human rights issues
in Guatemala. This was an opportunity for program
participants to make a concrete contribution to
grassroots organizations, while learning first hand
about the challenges and rewards of each group’s
work.
Through their fieldwork projects,
participants also developed close relationships with
the young people involved in the organizations,
some of whom had participated in the Human
Rights Learning Community training workshop.

Organización Chico Mendez
Based in a rural Mayan village in the municipality
of Cantel, Organización Chico Mendez is an
environmental organization that focuses on youth
empowerment, education, reforestation, and the
defense of their community’s natural resources. As
Mayans, the group sees the protection of their
natural resources as central to the defense of their
human rights. For this community, clean water, a

healthy forest, and land are indispensable to quality
of
life,
economic
sustainability,
cultural
preservation, spirituality, public health, and selfdetermination.

Proyecto Piedrín
A project of CEIPA, Proyecto Piedrín is a project
based in the town of San Felipe in the state of
Retalhuleu (south toward the coast from
Quetzaltenango). Proyecto Peidrín was established
in response to child labor issues in the region,
where children commonly work with their families
in riverbeds collecting stones and producing gravel.
While CEIPA recognized the need for these
children to contribute to their family’s incomes
through work in the informal sector, the
organization was also deeply concerned about
dangerous working conditions and lack of
educational opportunities that might allow these
young people a chance for economic advancement.

Members of Organizazción Chico Mendez in Cantel’s
protected forest

Our delegation had the opportunity to visit the
reforestation project in the village of Pachaj, and
learn from young Mayan environmental activists
about their work. During our visit we planted trees
together, an act of great symbolic significance
according to the Mayan cosmovision.
A young man collects gravel from the banks of theRio
Samalá

The goals of Proyecto Piedrín, therefore, are to
provide basic education, health services, and
vocational training to working children and their
families, while advocating for policy changes to
affect social conditions that contribute to the
problem of child labor locally and nationally.

Young environmental activists from Cantel instruct GYC
participants in reforestation techniques

Volunteers from the delegation returned to work
with the reforestation project of Organización
Chico Mendez over a two week period during which
they shared in the labor of collecting soil for their
greenhouse, gathering seeds, and planting seedlings.

GYC volunteers traveled daily to San Felipe to
work at a newly founded school located on a coffee
plantation for the children of coffee workers. These
children had been left without a school after
Hurricane Stan destroyed their school and displaced
the entire community of nearby peidrinero families
(families working in gravel production). Left
without a school, CEIPA intervened to help
established a new school for the remaining children.

The two volunteers conducted recreational activities
and workshop about such topics as nutrition,
recycling and composting.

enormous responsibility of attempting to fill a
tremendous need for such programming.
Volunteers at Nuevos Horizontes spent their time
working with the younger children of the women
housed at their shelter, leading recreational
activities and assisting with classes.

GYC volunteer working at the plantation school
established with the support of Proyecto Piedrín

One volunteer was so moved by her experience
working with Proyecto Piedrín that she decided to
change her plane ticket and remain an extra month
as a volunteer.
Asociación Hogar Nuevos Horizontes
New Horizons Family Association
Nuevos Horizontes is a non-governmental
organization located in Quetzaltenango that works
for the rights of women and children. The
organization offers support and services to women
and their children in situations of personal difficulty
and social risk. Their programs focus on providing
legal aid, community education, health services,
counseling and vocational training.
Nuevos Horizontes also runs the only shelter in
Guatemala for abused women and their children,
which is where several GYC members volunteered
for their fieldwork project. In a society struggling
to overcome such a violent history, domestic
violence and sexual abuse are particularly common
forms in which the cycle of violence persists in
Guatemala.
Sadly, there are virtually no
governmental programs seeking to address either
the root causes of this problem or to attend to the
many victims of domestic and family violence.
This
leaves
under-resourced
non-profit
organizations such as Nuevos Horizontes with the

A GYC volunteer with children from the shelter operated
by Nuevos Horizontes

CEIPA School
The CEIPA school is a project focused on providing
instruction in core subjects to non-traditional and
working students. Many of the students at the
CEIPA school work during a portion of the day, or
for some other reason are not at an academic level
that corresponds with their age group, both factors
that prevent students from enrolling in traditional
public schools.
One GYC volunteer worked with students from the
CEIPA school as a fieldwork project, assisting with
coursework and conducting workshops with highschool age students.
Our volunteer also worked with students from
CEIPA’s bus terminal school, a primary school
located in Xela’s bus terminal (adjoining the city’s
largest market) for working children, as well as
with students from CEIPA’s vocational training
programs.

Documentation Project
Aside from volunteering with local organizations,
delegation
participants
also
formed
a
documentation team.
The purpose of the
documentation project was document the activities
of the delegation, and to profile the Guatemalan
organizations we worked with, as well as the young
activists we met along the way.

The sign welcoming students to the CEIPA school
Among the workshops facilitated by GYC’s
volunteer at the school was one workshop to help
high school students consider the implications of
migrating north, which many of them dream of
doing one day. Although many students see the
economic advantages of migrating north, many do
not consider the risks involved or understand the
exploitation that is so often in store for newly
arrived undocumented workers.
Meanwhile, human rights activists in Guatemala
seek to address the underlying causes of migration,
in hopes of providing more hope and opportunity
for young Guatemalans.

A GYC volunteer facilitates a workshop exploring the
issue of Guatemalan youth migrating north

Besides photographing the day-to-day activities of
the delegation, the team visited all of the fieldwork
project sites to learn about the work of each
organization, and conducted interviews with human
rights activists within these organizations. The
team also met one-on-one with participants from
the Human Rights Learning Community Workshop
to interview them about their work, their
perspective on issues, and their motivations as
young activists.
With a combination of
photography, audio and video footage, the team is
now editing the footage so that delegation
participants can use it to educate those in their
communities and schools about Guatemala and
GYC’s work.

Small Grants Fund
Delegation participants from this summer’s
program have made a commitment to fundraising
for GYC’s newly established small grants fund for
Guatemala. The fund will provide an opportunity
for delegation participants and supporters of GYC’s
mission to contribute directly to the grassroots
organizations we have worked with in Guatemala—
groups like CEIPA, Organización Chico Mendez
and Nuevos Horizontes.

Delegation Participants
Emma Condon
Emma is entering her third year at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison where she is studying international
studies and Spanish. On campus she is deeply involved
with Action in Sudan, the United Refugee Services'
Student Committee, and the Wisconsin chapter of the
National Organization for Women. She has also served
as a research assistant studying the effectiveness of
women’s movements in Africa.
Her volunteer
experiences include leading ESL classes for Spanishspeaking adults with CLUES, Chicanos Latinos Unidos
en Servicio and she also spent last summer as a literacy
tutor with AmeriCorps where she worked with K-3
students from backgrounds of poverty. Emma has spent
2 months in Argentina, plans to study abroad in Nepal in
the fall and after graduation hopes to volunteer with the
Peace Corps before continuing onto law school or
foreign service school. She hopes to pursue a career in
international law and human rights.

Rosemary Deane
Rosemary is entering her senior year at Elon University,
where she is studying Spanish and education. She is also
the co-director of her university’s America Reads
program as well as a tutor. Her three major passions in
life are the Spanish language, activism/service, and
education, all of which are evident in her campus
involvements. Rosemary began participating in Students
for Peace and Justice in her freshman year and helped
secure the availability of fair trade coffee all over
campus. She also attended the United Students Against
Sweatshops Annual Conference in summer 2005 where
she gained skills to allow her to raise awareness in her
campus about sweatshop issues. In addition, Rosemary
spent the spring 2005 semester studying abroad in
Toledo, Spain. Rosemary is certain that regardless of her
future career, she will always work for peace and justice
and hopes to use Spanish fluency, knowledge, and skills
to create positive change.

Laura Hadden
Laura Hadden is a senior at The Evergreen State College
in Olympia, WA where she studies social documentation
with a concentration in human rights & social change
and Latin American studies. She has been an Amnesty
International activist for the past seven years and has
served as a Student Area Coordinator as well as on a
variety of national committees focusing on youth
activism. She currently serves as a representative on the
Women´s Human Rights Steering Committee. In the
past she has organized a Take Back the Night rally,
edited a student feminist magazine, volunteered as a peer

educator for Planned Parenthood and an LGBT health
center in Chicago, worked as a counselor for service
learning programs for high school students, and interned
with a video production and media literacy program for
high school girls. She is passionate about documentary
filmmaking and photography as a means of creating
social change and is currently completing the production
of a documentary film as her senior thesis. She also
works part-time as a field organizer for Population
Connection, an organization that advocates for
international reproductive rights and educates about the
negative effect of population growth on the environment.

Nafiysa James
Nafiysa James is developing an expertise in the area of
youth and community development as an advocate,
public speaker, and student of cultural anthropology. In
the past five years she has been actively involved as a
member of a citywide peer leadership council (PLC) and
a member of the statewide Youth in Progress, both
leadership groups working to change legislations that
effect youth in foster care and practice a standard of
hiring youth workers. As a member of PLC, Nafiysa
facilitates youth and adult partnership workshops and
organizes youth conferences and public hearings. She is
also an alumni member of Voices of Youth, which
supports a monthly magazine (Represent), written by and
for youth in foster care. Her experiences during a study
abroad program in the Dominican Republic have inspired
Nafiysa to pursue her current majors of cultural
anthropology and Latin American and Caribbean studies
at Lehman College. Nafiysa's future plans include
actively planning to volunteer with the Peace Corps,
obtain a master's degree in ethnic studies, and work with
programs to support disadvantaged youth throughout
Latin America.

Shira Kaplan
Shira is currently pursuing a bachelor’s degree in
government at Harvard University on full scholarship.
As an Israeli citizen, Shira served as a sergeant in Israeli
Intelligence in non-combat military service from 20022004. During this time she also worked as a coordinator
at the Seeds of Peace Center for Coexistence, where she
coordinated with the Israeli army the passage of
Palestinian members into and out of Israel. She also
organized two summer seminars for Arab and Israeli
youth on tolerance and conflict resolution. While in the
US, she has worked as a fundraiser and public speaker
for the Seeds of Peace staff in NYC and DC. Shira also
graduated from the United World College of the Adriatic
in Trieste, Italy and has worked as a private English
teacher in her hometown in Israel. She is fluent in
Hebrew and English, proficient in Italian, has an

intermediate level of Arabic, French, and Spanish, and is
at a beginner’s level in Mandarin Chinese.

Aliya Karmali
Aliya is currently employed as a Provider Relations
Coordinator at San Francisco Heath Plan, a governmentfunded health insurance agency serving the city's low–
income immigrant communities. She graduated in 2002
from the University of California, Berkeley with a BA in
Women's Studies. Her senior honors thesis was entitled,
"Surviving the Violence: Medica Zenica's Struggle to
Transform Women's Lives in Bosnia-Herzegovina
through Alternative Dialectics of Peace and Justice."
During her undergraduate studies, she participated in
many on-campus demonstrations through her
involvement in Students for Justice in the Americas and
Students for Justice in Palestine. After graduation, Aliya
interned for 9 months with the Aga Khan Foundation, a
social development NGO in Washington, DC. She
became the Foundation's first international intern and
worked with the health programs department in New
Delhi, India for one and one-half years. She has
intermediate speaking and comprehension skills in Hindi,
Spanish, and French. Aliya has been a Youth Program
Volunteer with San Francisco-based NGO Refugee
Transitions, where she tutors and mentors two gradeschool Afghani girls. Aliya is presently applying to
public interest law school programs in the U.S., and
hopes to become an international human rights lawyer.

Jonathan Leslie
A rising junior at Bard College, Jonathan is pursuing a
degree in philosophy and economics. This course of
study is driven by a desire to understand why and what
positive changes can be effected and the means to do so
from an economic perspective.
He is currently
implementing a tutoring/mentoring program for ESL
elementary students near his college. At college, he
works as a writing tutor and has also worked as a middle
school tutor in the local area. When at home in
Maryland, he is deeply involved with the advocacy group
Progressive Maryland and at school is involved with the
Bard Marxist study group and radical think tank, the
political diversity committee, and is a founding member
of Students
Encouraging Peaceful Alternatives.
Jonathan plans to continue his exploration of economic
theory and practice in hopes of uncovering solutions for
systematic socio-economic human rights violations.

Mandy Marino
Mandy has a BA in Communications and a minor in
Spanish from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and has returned to school to pursue a second BA in
Spanish language and culture.
During her initial

undergraduate studies she spent a summer abroad at the
Spanish-American Institute in Seville, Spain. She
currently works full time as the Associate General
Manager of a large restaurant while attending school and
volunteering at her local YMCA. In her volunteer work,
Mandy heads the “Girls Night Out” program for 9th-12th
graders. Through her professional experiences, Mandy
has developed excellent customer service and public
relations as well as interpersonal and business
communications skills. She is also currently studying for
the LSAT and plans to continue her education in law
school with a focus on international mediation and
peace-building.

Andrea Oñate
A Mexican national, Andrea was born in Mexico City
and has lived in Washington DC, London, and the
Netherlands, where her family presently resides. She
moved to New York City to enroll as a student at New
York University, where she currently studies history and
political science. She has also spent a semester studying
in Paris, France and as a result has advanced French
language skills. During the summer of 2005, Andrea
volunteered with the Mexican political party Alternativa
Socialdemócrata y Campesina where she organized
conferences, coordinated presentations, and helped to
plan and run a political rally. Her volunteer experiences
also include working at a school for mentally
incapacitated and economically underprivileged children
in London and serving as a student body representative
and peer supporter at her high school in the Netherlands.
After graduation she plans to attend law school and
pursue a career in human rights advocacy.

Colleen Silva
A student at Boston College, Colleen is majoring in
sociology with minors in Spanish and faith, peace, and
justice. She currently resides on the multicultural floor
and has been accepted into La Casa Hispánica next year,
a romantic language residence where she will explore
current issues in South & Central America with other
residents. Colleen is a McNair scholar and has been
nominated to receive an advanced studies grant. She
plans on using photojournalism as an educational tool to
document social justice issues in Guatemala, specifically
focusing on the impacts of industrialization on the work
and lives of Guatemalan women. During high school,
she played varsity field hockey for 4 years, ice hockey
for 2 and received MVP awards at the JV level for both.
After graduation she hopes to conduct independent
research through a Fulbright or Marshal grant.

Emma Kreyche

Guatemalan Workshop Participants

Guatemala Program Director
Emma has extensive activism, community organizing,
and training experience in the United States and Latin
America. Through her involvement with the Justice for
Farmworkers Campaign and Rural & Migrant Ministry,
she has worked to improve the living and working
conditions of farm workers and low-wage immigrant
workers in New York State and has organized youth
camps for rural and migrant children. In addition to
being the Guatemala Program Director for GYC, she
currently works part-time as Community Program
Manager at the Mediation Center of Dutchess County.
Emma also conducts training workshops for
organizations, schools, and individuals around the
themes of racism, white privilege, and community
organizing. During her undergraduate studies, Emma
spent time with a grassroots community organization in
Nicaragua, where she conducted field research on the
Nicaraguan agricultural cooperative movement. She has
also worked as a field supervisor in Bolivia with Amigos
de las Américas and as a volunteer in Bolivia and
Mexico. Emma has a BA in Latin American Studies
from Bard College and is bilingual in English and
Spanish.

Isabel Coxaj
Isabel is from Quetzaltenango and works in
Proyecto Piedrín as an accounting assistant. She is
24 years old and is currently in her final semester at
the University of San Carlos studying business
administration. She practices Mayan religion and
enjoys animals, working with children, and
mountain climbing.

Nancy Hermosilla
Nancy works as a case manager at Proyecto Piedrín
in Retalhuleu. She graduated in May with a degree
in Social Work at the University of San Carlos and
is 24 years old. She also participates in a municipal
committee working to design public policy
favorable to children and adolescents. Nancy is the
coordinator for a youth group and acts as secretary
for a womens’ group in Retalhuleu. She also
participates in an eco-tourism group in San Felipe.

Samuel Huinac Sam
Christen Dobson
Program Assistant
Christen is the Program Assistant at Global Youth
Connect and also an alumni of the August 2005 GYC
Guatemala delegation. Through her academic studies
and practical experiences she has focused specifically on
Asia and Latin America. In addition to her time in
Guatemala with GYC, she volunteered with a health
organization based in Santa Ana, El Salvador working
with the construction of latrines in rural communities and
has also spent time in Mexico. She has a BA from
Mount Union College with a double major in
International Studies and Japanese and a minor in
Spanish. During her undergraduate studies she served as
the student representative on the Faculty Subcommittee
for International Education, advocated study abroad and
involvement in internationally focused and social justice
organizations on campus, and held study sessions for
religion and English as a second language classes. She
also spent one year studying Japanese language,
international politics, and human rights at Kansai Gaidai
University in Osaka, Japan and traveling in Asia.
Christen has advanced language skills in both Japanese
and Spanish.

Samuel is a 23 year old and lives in the community
of Cantel. He is currently studying in his third year
of secondary school and works as a volunteer at
Organizacón Chico Mendez. One of 14 children,
Samuel is the only one who has been able to
continue with his studies, which he considers very
important so that he can help his family and
community. Samuel also enjoys working outside
and planting trees to protect the environment. He is
bilingual in K’iché and Spanish.

Evelyn Carolina Ijchajchal
Evelyn is currently studying in her first year of
secondary school. She is a representative for both
her youth group of the Evangelical Alliance Church
and the Organization of Child and Adolescent
Laborers. She also works as a domestic worker and
as a vendor in the local market. She is 18 years old.

Víctor Manuel Medrano
Victor is an urban primary education teacher,
trained in pedagogy and educational project
development. He is originally from Santa Cruz del
Quiché and is 24 years old. He graduated from the
Centro Universitario del Occidente and is now

conducting in his pedagogical practicum with
CEIPA.

Samuel Moisés Mejía López
Samuel has extensive experience in popular
education and organizing within through his work a
teacher for CEIPA’s secondary school Sunday
program. In addition, he works as an instructor at an
internet center.
He also participates in the
Organization of Child and Adolescent Laborers and
has worked with CEIPA as a community educator.

Ericka Lorena Tzoc
Ericka is studying to be an administrative assistant
and also works in retail. She is a member of the
Organization of Child and Adolescent Laborers and
the Workers Union of Quetzaltenango. She also
learned machine embroidery in the artisan
workshops organized by CEIPA and is preparing to
be a popular educator.

Marvin Angel Yac Yac
Marvin is from the municipality of Cantel and is 21
years old. He is currently studying in his third year
of secondary school and works as a volunteer with
the reforestation project of Organización Chico
Mendez. He has served his municipality as the
assistant community major and as bailiff. Marvin
has also served as a deputy for the Democratic
Union, during recent mayoral election in Cantel.
He speaks both K’iché and Spanish.

